
All passwords and access codes for specific saved game: 
 
paper:     9202 
children:       Henrietta 
shabby man:    wolf (3526) 
herring:     sapphire 
trout:     mango poultice 
girls/aphrodite:    nutcracker 
charlie:     mouthpiece sparrow 
man/wine:    peach 
ricci:      jelly rhododendron 
sophie:     udder 
penguin:    astronaut 
 
North computer room:   31475 
Tea room:     5169 
Menagerie:     8857 
North factory:    111992816926 
South computer room:   65120935 
Rest room:     114209134016 
Workshop:     0813386 
South factory:    689815 
Apartment 1:    80779990947 
Nuclear orchard:    4500 
Apartment 2:    2269308148 
Nuclear Orchard:    252090631 
Apartment 3:    7652 
Laboratory:    59471 
Laser room:    808068166 
Control room:    031039 
Bio maintenance:   39941727 
Store room:    56448024 
Boiler room:    81590 
Forest deactivation:   73270801445 
Forest deactivation:   278646093 
Orchard activation code: 606388 
Orchard activation code:  7385364 
Orchard activation code:  7289 
Orchard activation code:  79433340593 
Space Ship Steps:   14458 
  



All the objects and their purpose: 
 
flowers    - give to sad porcupine   - This is an exquisite arrangement of beautiful. brightly coloured flowers which smell absolutely wonderful and would be enough to cheer anybody up! 
beer mat (goatston's bitter) - give to troll at bridge   - This is a small cardboard mat with an advertisement for"GOATSTON'S BITTER" printed on the front. 
aqualung   - explore seabed    - This consists of a large tank of oxygen with a mouthpiece attached. thus allowing the wearer to breathe underwater. 
bronze box   - radio beacon    - This is a large bronze box. beautifully engraved with leaves and shells. There is a small lock at the front of the box. and an ornate bronze handle on the top. 
chocolate   - get past guard    - It's the most enormous bar of chocolate that you have ever seen, and well worth the money that you paid for it. 
carrot         - It's a carrot. like any other. Long and orange. with green leaves. Bet you're glad now that you know that! 
coconut    - cake     - It's bright blue. with green spots. and giant antennae which sway in the breeze! No. on|yjoking! Sorry to disappoint you. but it's just like any other coconut! 
reel of cotton   - make bumble-bee costume  - It's just black cotton. Not very interesting really. but possibly quite useful. 
goat mask        - Hey! Now you can dress up as a goat! This mask has little horns. and even has a realistic looking beard. It's absolutely wonderful in every way! 
rubber key   - unlock hatch on moon   - Wibbly wobbly woo! This is a very unusual key which seems to bend itself into all kinds of shapes completely of its own accord. making a peculiar squelching noise as it does so! 
glass key   - unlock apartment in W1   - This is a large. delicate key which sparkles like a jewel. 
huge key   - unlock powerplant in W2   - This is an absolutely enormous metal key. which is extremely heavy. and at least a foot long! 
iron key    - unlock orchard gate in W1/W2/W3 - This is a large. rusty wrought iron key. with a small label attached to the handle. The label has the numbers 4500 and 252090531 written on it. 
small key   - unlock apartment in W2   - This is a small. rather uninteresting metal key which is badly scratched from prolonged use. 
wooden key   - unlock south bedroom in W1  - This is a large wooden key which has been beautifully carved from a single piece of oak. 
bronze key   - unlock bronze box   - This is a small. shiny bronze key which obviously fits a rather small lock. 
ornate key   - unlock north bedroom in W1  - This is a large. beautifully ornate key which shines brightly in the light as you hold it in your hand. 
old key    - unlock servants bedroom in W1  - This is a small. old metal key which is badly tarnished and covered in dirt. 
ladder    - get into the loft    - This is just an ordinary long wooden ladder. with twelve rungs. and about twelve million woodworms! 
lupins    - potion     - These are beautiful blue. purple. pink and yellow flowers which smell wonderful. but are totally unsuitable for eating. wearing. burning or feeding to the cat! 
paper label (ACME's removal) - tie to objects    - This is a small paper label with a piece of string attached so that it can be tied to other objects. The label is printed with the words "ACME Removals Ltd." 
raisins    - cake     - They're just big juicy raisins. and very tasty they look too! 
helmet    - catch coconut / abseil   - As trendy headgear goes. this would not be top of your list. but its sturdy design could quite easily save your life in certain situations. 
aubergine        - It's very purple. and just like any other aubergine really! Perhaps if you rubbed it. the auberginey would appear. but then again. perhaps not! 
badgers whiskers   - potion     - They're long and whiskery! What did you expect? 
birds nest   - find egg    - This is an extremely neat nest. made of twigs. leaves and feathers. all woven together into an extremely comfortable home for anyone with two wings and a beak! 
speckled egg   - find crystal / eggshell fragments  - This is a small egg with a beautiful pale blue shell which is covered in tiny purple speckles 
butter    - cake     - It's yellow. like most butter. and would go well with some bread if you had any! 
cherries    - cake     - They're bright red. and smell absolutely lovely! 
coulorless crystal   - get through amazing world  - Although this crystal is itself colourless. it reflects all the colours of the rainbow on its many sides. How it came to be in your possession. however. is a complete mystery to you. 
pink crystal   - get through amazing world  - This is a shocking pink crystal which is beautifully cut. and absolutely flawless. 
purple crystal   - get through amazing world  - This multifaceted gem is a vivid purple colour. and seems to reflect many strange images as you view it from different angles. Mysteriously. it feels extremely cold in your hand. and you feel the hairs on the back of your neck stand on end as you hold it. 
yellow crystal   - get through amazing world  - This is a bright yellow crystal which is encrusted with salt and tiny pieces of seaweed. 
orange crystal   - get through amazing world  - This is a beautiful bright orange gem. covered in mucus and pepper! 
red crystal   - get through amazing world  - This is a bright red crystal which refracts light through its many polished sides. causing it to sparkle beautifully as you move it around in your hand. 
blue crystal   - get through amazing world  - This multifaceted gem is bright blue. and would sparkle like the ocean on a summer's day if it weren't for the fact that it's covered in sticky caterpillar goo! 
green crystal   - get through amazing world  - This crystal is lurid green colour, and emits a strange aroma, not unlike oysters! 
floppy disc   - obtain access codes   - This floppy disc has a red plastic case with a metal shutter. and a label on one side with writing on it. Sadly. however. the writing has faded and is now no longer legible. 
bag of flour   - cake     - It's self—raising. and there's lots of it! What more do you need to know? 
kettle    - catch pufferfish    - This rusty old kettle doesn't look much good for boiling water in. 
piece of paper (PIN)  - get cash from machine   - This is a small piece of crumpled pink paper which has a number scrawled on it. 
pepper-pot   - dislodge orange crystal   - This is a large wooden container which is full of pepper, and has a number of small holes drilled into the top of it. 
millipede's legs   - potion     - These tiny limbs have been perfectly preserved in formalin. and are believed to have certain magical and medicinal properties. 
plastic toucan        - This is a small plastic bird with flexible wings and beady eyes which wobble when you shake it. It also has a large stripy beak which is heat sensitive. and changes colour when you touch it. So now you know! 
portable telephone  - call ACME    - This is not like most portable telephones. It has a dial instead of buttons. a large carrying handle. and along aerial which you keep almost poking your eyes out with! 
radiation suit   - get plutonium rod   - This is a silvery white suit which covers the entire body. and protects the wearer from the harmful effects of radioactivity. 
pair of shoes   - make bouncy shoes / skates  - This is just a plain pair of leather shoes. but they're in your size! 
spade    - dig for piglets / foxglove   - This is a large metal spade with along wooden handle. There is a touch of rust around the edges. but otherwise the spade is perfect. 
spaghetti   - create raft    - These strands of spaghetti are extremely long. and seem to be much thicker and stronger than your average everyday pasta. 
eggshell fragments  - potion     - These are the remains of the speckled egg which you found earlier. They are pale blue with tiny purple speckles on the outside. and a creamy yellow colour on the inside. 
spell book   - make a potion    - This is a huge leather bound book with the words "SPELL BOOK" beautifully embossed on the front in gold lettering. It probably contains all kinds of amazing spells. so perhaps you should read it! 
pair of wings   - make bumble-bee costume  - This is a giant pair of fake wings. They are transparent. but seem to reflect all different colours as you view them from different angles. They have a strap attached to them to enable them to be worn if you don't mind looking silly! 
oars    - row boat    - This is just a pair of long wooden oars from a rowing boat. 
plutonium rod   - fuel space ship    - This is a small silvery rod of radioactive metal. suitable for use as a nuclear fuel. 
coffee beans   - create coffee    - They're small. brown. and very beany! 
clockwork antelope       - No household should be without one! Wind it up and watch it go! This tiny machine walks backwards and forwards. wagging its mechanical tail and shaking its head. It even has realistic horns and hair! 
sledgehammer   - smash robot    - This hefty looking wooden sledgehammer could probably do some real damage if you were in a destructive mood! 
knives    - use to make skates   - These knives are of various shapes and sizes. but they are all extremely sharp. 
recipe book   - make cake    - This is a small paperback book. covered in greasy fingerprints. and probably full of delicious recipes. Maybe you should just read it! 
bucket    - get treacle from well   - This is a large metal bucket with a handle. and plenty of room for liquid inside. 
sculpture   - give to troll at bridge   - This is a beautiful marble sculpture of Matilda, the Roman Goddess of Goats. She is depicted wearing a long flowing white dress. and is accompanied by a tiny goat kid which wears a golden crown. 
portrait    - give to troll at bridge   - This is an elegant gold framed portrait of a distinguished looking aristocrat named William Fitzgoat. 
velvet    - make bumble-bee costume  - There is a large amount of velvet here. It is yellow and black striped. and extremely fluffy. 
needle    - make bumble-bee costume  - Ouch! This is a very sharp needle. suitable for sewing and pricking your fingers with! 
glue    - fix ladder / jumping shoes  - You resist the temptation to sniff it. but this glue looks like really strong stuff. Just think of all the things you can stick with it! 
droid    - turn into springs   - This is a small metal robot with a revolving hemispherical head which flashes on and off. emitting various electronic bleeps and buzzes. As if this wasn't enough. it has the most annoying habit of bouncing everywhere it goes. or bobbing up and  

  down on the rare occasions when it stands still. 
springs    - jumping shoes    - Boingy. boingy! There are several springs here. in a variety of sizes. but all of them are extremely powerful. 
smart card   - activate spaceship   - This smart card has a tiny microchip implanted into it, presumably containing data of some kind. It obviously serves as an identity card. as it has a tiny photograph etched into the back of it. However. a closer inspection reveals the photograph  

   to be of you. Spooky! 
harness    - wear to abseil    - This is a complicated collection of straps and buckles which look about as difficult to put on as it is to put up a deckchair. and probablyjust as comfortable! 
rope    - tie to stump to abseil   - This is a very long piece of thick rope. What more can I say? 
treacle    - cake     - This treacle is the thickest you have ever seen. It is dark in colour and smells extremely sweet. Even if it didn't rot your teeth. it would certainly stick them together! 
oysters    - give to scientist    - They're just your average everyday oysters. with large grey shells and a powerful aroma. I hope they taste better than they smell! 
feather duster (dream)  - tickle coco    - This is a short wooden stick with a huge fluffy bundle of brightly coloured feathers attached to the end. 
kittens (dream)   - get mittens    - These are amazingly cute little tabby kittens. They're soft and fluffy, with tiny paws and twitching noses with long whiskers protruding from them. They leap around. bouncing on each other's heads and miaow noisily. 
mittens (dream)   - keep warm when going outside  - These mittens are knitted with bright orange wool. and have big blue Kfor kittens embroidered on to them! 
pills (dream)   - cure trout    - They're just large. round blue pills. I wonder what they're for! 
matchbox   - light bomb / candles   - This matchbox has a picture of a cute bunny rabbit with its ears on fire! Could this be a clever marketing ploy. or is itjust a sickjoke? You find several matches inside. 
mug    - transport coffee    - This is a small china mug with a big red and yellow flower painted on the side. 



tomato    - halucinate    - This is just a large. juicy red tomato with bright shiny skin. 
bouncy shoes   - jump onto the cliff   - You really are extremely clever to make these! The springs are so powerful that you could easilyjump one hundred feet into the air if you wore them! 
sweets (halucination)  - retrieve fictious item   - There are a large number of brightly coloured sticky sweets here. in all shapes and sizes. but all likely to rot your teeth! 
goatee beard        - It seems to be made of wire wool! What did you expect for a robot? 
chickenoid   - get items above reservoir  - This is a small robot chicken, with a metal beak and wings. and tiny red flashing eyes. There is a small button on its underside which is used to activate the chickenoid. 
goatoid         - This is a stupid looking robot with bright green flashing eyes and metal horns which rotate. making a strange buzzing noise as they do so. The goatoid continuously opens and closes its mouth to emit an annoying electronic bleat. Just what is the  

   point of this contraption? It's completely useless! 
cheesecake   - give to troll at bridge   - Mmm! This is your favourite dessert. and if you're not mistaken. this particular one is made from goat's cheese. making it even more delicious! 
yo-yo         - This is a bright yellow yoyo. with big blue polka dots and along string attached which has been neatly wound around the spindle. 
screwdriver   - fix chickenoid    - This is just a small metal screwdriver with a red plastic handle. 
spanner    - adjust nut in boiler room   - This is a large metal spanner suitable for adjusting nuts. 
radio beacon   - postion items    - This is a small conical beacon which emits radio signals. There is also a small red light on the top which flashes on and off to indicate that it is working. 
straw hat   - get past farmer    - This is a tatty old straw hat which is full of holes. Wear it for that authentic country bumpkin look! 
antennae   - make bumble-bee costume  - These antennae are attached to a small headband to enable them to be worn! They consist of two long springy appendages which wobble all over the place. at the end of which are two silvery balls which sparkle in the light. 
wellies    - get across electric floor   - These wellies are bright red. with thick rubber soles to protect your delicate feet when it rains! 
chicken egg   - cake     - It's a chicken egg Jim. but not as we know it! This is one ENORMOUS egg. and would probably take all day to boil! 
chicken wire   - fix chickenoid    - It's just chicken—wire. although the giant chickens have managed to unravel it from its previous hexagonal mesh arrangement into a long tangled mess. How did those chickens get to be so big? 
slippers    - give to troll at bridge   - This is an exquisite pair of goatskin slippers with beautiful pink fluffy trimming around the edges, and little woolly bobbles attached to the toes. 
gyroscopic hat   - get across reservoir   - How about this for unique headwear! This is a rather large. cumbersome hat. with a transparent dome situated on the top, containing a spinning gyroscope. According to the label. this device. made by W. Eeble and Sons Ltd. renders the wearer  

   utterly incapable of falling over! 
tape player   - listen to tape    - This is a small tape playing machine with a loudspeaker on the front and a slot for inserting an audio tape. and a large button on the top for switching the machine on and off. 
sleeping bag   - dream     - This is a comfy looking sleeping bag made from a thick red fabric with yellow stripes. and is stuffed with feathers for extra warmth. 
inflatable shoes   - get across reservoir   - They're bright yellow, and when fully inflated. become a pair of huge three foot long shoes which look absolutely ridiculous! 
coffee    - sober up after wine   - This coffee is strong stuff! Even the smell of it makes you feel wide awake and raring to go! 
puffer-fish   - get past monolith   - This beautiful multicoloured tropical fish has the most amazing ability to inflate itself to twice its normal size, as it delights in showing you at regular intervals! 
megacontainer   - carry bees / custard / saliva  - This is a bizarre container. consisting of an elastic membrane which is capable of stretching and contracting to accommodate absolutely any item. It truly is a||—purpose! 
candles    - put on cake    - These are tiny candles. about two inches long. and completely useless for illumination. 
fuel canister   - fuel spaceship (optional)   - This is a tiny canister of hyper—compressed spaceship fuel. According to the label. this canister. which is no bigger than your arm. contains enough fuel for at least one hundred light years of space travel. 
tiny bottle   - transport fairy tears / potion  - This is a tiny glass bottle. no bigger than the size of your thumb. 
compass    - find piglets    - This is a small. but perfectly designed instrument. with a pivoted needle in the centre. and the eight compass directions inscribed around the edge of the dial. 
audio tape   - how to make a bumble-bee costume - It's just an audio tape. Why don't you try listening to it? 
bumble-bee costume  - scare beekeeper   - This costume is the bee's knees! It is also the bee's other bits. and will allow you to successfully masquerade as a giant bumble-bee. should the mood take you! 
dungarees (dream)  - get past otters    - These extremely tasteful dungarees are bright pink with yellow patches on the knees. You notice that there is a small label on the inside which says "ACME Otter Repellent Dungarees — Dry Clean Only. 
briefcase (dream)   - give to charlie    - This is a small brown leather briefcase inscribed in gold letters with the name "Charlie F. Coconuts." 
beekeeper's suite   - get past bees    - This suit consists of a fine mesh which covers the entire body. and protects the wearer from being stung by bees. 
bees    - feed carnivorous plant   - They're extremely fluffy. with black and yellow stripes. and tiny iridescent wings. You've never heard a bee snore before. but these ones certainly manage it as the noise is deafening! 
wine    - start halucinating   - This is a large bottle of vintage red wine which would probably be quite valuable if it weren't for the fact that someone has removed the cork! 
braces (dream)   - give to man    - They're bright green. and extremely useful for keeping your trousers from falling down! 
piglets    - return to pig for sunglasses  - These piglets look remarkably well considering their ordeal. They are rather dirty. and their snouts are dusted with iron filings. but apart from this they seem perfectly happy. and squeak excitedly as if nothing had happened. 
sunglasses   - get into laser room   - This is an extremely trendy. but also extremely practical pair of dark sunglasses. They would certainly suit you much better than they suited the pig! 
torch    - walk through tunnel   - This is a small torch with a switch at the end to activate the powerful beam which it provides. 
smoke bomb   - drowse the bees   - Like most bombs. this is a large black sphere with a fuse protruding from the top. The words "SMOKE BOMB" are printed on the side in large white letters. 
killing-bottle   - catch butterfly    - This is a small glass container which contains a cloud of poisonous fumes. 
avocados (dream)  - give to ricci    - Unlike most tropical fruit. there is a message carefully inscribed in small yellow letters across the skin of these ones! It says "AVOCADOS — LUNCH FOR RICCI THE RED HOT ANTEATER." 
marshmallows   - use as pillow    - These marshmallows are soft. pink and squashy! They're also absolutely enormous and are more like pillows than sweets! 
coin    - put in telescope    - This is just a small silver coin, engraved with a person's head on one side. and a number 5 on the other side. 
pomegranate        - This genetically engineered pomegranate is twice the size of a normal one. and smells delicious. 
apple    - get blue crystal    - It's big. red and shiny. and looks absolutely delicious! 
custard    - cake     - It's bright yellow. thick and creamy. and looks and smells extremely delicious. 
butterfly    - use as tie    - This is a beautiful butterfly. elegantly marked with brightly coloured spots and stripes on its wings. 
cake    - give to fluffy creature   - This is a huge cake. which looks absolutely delicious. It's filled with a thick layer of treacle and custard. and beautifully decorated with cherries and pink icing. 
magnifying glass   - see the fairy    - Hey Sherlock! This is an extremely powerful magnifying glass which. unsurprisingly. makes everything look much bigger! 
foxgloves   - keep warm to get the sheers  - This is a tiny pair of purple gloves with beautiful lace trimming. They probably kept the fox really lovely and warm. and now he's lost them and it's ALL YOUR FAULT! 
saliva    - potion     - This is a pale blue, slightly viscous liquid. Even though there is only a small amount of the substance here. it must have taken thousands of ladybirds to produce it. Either that. or it took ladybird a very long time! 
fairy tears   - potion     - As you ponder the notion that these few drops of liquid contain so much sadness. you almost break down in tears yourself. What was the fairy so upset about? 
potion    - turn small in the biodome  - This a mysterious rainbow coloured magic potion which seems to glow and pulsate inside the bottle. I wonder what it does? 
clippers    - get fleece from the sheep  - They're very big. and very. very sharp! 
fleece    - keep warm in biodome   - This enormous fleece is soft. warm. woolly. and almost as big as you! 
skates    - move outside biodome   - These home—made ice—skates look rather primitive. but they are probablyquite effective. You're a genius! 
insects (dream)   - give to sophie    - These tiny creatures have six legs, and a crispy coating which means that they melt in your mouth. and not in your hand! However. they are currently deep—frozen. having been left deep inside the glacier. and are covered in a thick layer of 

    ice which binds them together into a huge frozen block. 
raft    - move over water   - This is a small raft which you have expertly constructed using logs which have been tied together at each end using extra strong spaghetti. Even though it is rather makeshift it looks quite sturdy. as long as the spaghetti holds together! 
rope    - abseil     - This is a very long piece of thick rope. What more can I say? 
penguin egg        - This is a large and shiny egg with a pale green shell which looks as though it has been painted. The egg is rather heavy, and seems to rattle when you shake it. 
water    - kill witch    - It's just water! 
witchoplasm   - get green crystal   - Uughh! This is really disgusting putrid mess! It is a bright purple, foul smelling, sticky mess which bubbles and moves about of its own accord, constantly changing its shape! Hmm, creepy! 
money    - buy radiation suit & chocolate  - It's just money. A huge bundle of crumpled green notes which you could use for buying all kinds of wonderful things! 
 
 


